Abstract-Standard solution methods for linear stochastic models with rational expectations presuppose a time-invariant structure. Consequently, credible announcements that entail future changes of the structure cannot be handled by standard solution methods. This paper develops the solution for linear stochastic rational expectations models in the face of a finite sequence of anticipated structural changes. These events encompass anticipated changes to the structural parameters and also anticipated additive shocks. We apply the solution to some examples of practical relevance to monetary policy.
exogenous Markov process with given transition probabilities (see Davig & Leeper, 2007, and Farmer, Waggoner, & Zha, 2009) . Markov switching models, however, cannot capture the transition to an absorbing state at a nonrandom time. The changes we have in mind are typically best thought of as permanent and not as recurrent events. Despite the fact that our proposed approach and the Markov switching approach involve parameter variations, the two solution methods have quite different implications, and each one of them may be appropriate for dealing with different sets of circumstances. Some parameter changes, like the ones we describe above, should not be thought of as random variables, particularly in the cases where the policy is announced in advance. From the perspective of a policymaker who wishes to announce and later implement a particular set of policies, the solution we develop is informative. Moreover, for forecasting, it seems undesirable to postulate policy regimes that evolve randomly over the horizons typically considered by policymakers. This paper establishes a rational expectations solution for linear stochastic models with predictable structural variations. The next section reviews and extends the time-invariant solution of Sims (2001) for linear rational expectations models on which we build to develop the solution under anticipated structural variations. Section III states the problem formally and develops the rational expectations solution under predictable structural and additive variations. Section IV illustrates the solution with a set of numerical examples, and section V concludes.
II. The Time-Invariant Solution
The method to solve for equilibria in linear rational expectations (LRE) models with predictable structural variations extends the method proposed in () (2001) . In particular, we generalize results on existence and uniqueness to arbitrary initial conditions. This turns out to be important because the parameter variations that we consider alter the conditions of stability and give rise to arbitrary initial conditions from the perspective of the forthcoming structure. We first introduce notation, then outline the solution in the time-invariant case, and establish key results on existence and uniqueness.
A. Defining the Linear Rational Expectations Model
Define the state vector
where y 1,t , (n 1 × 1) contains exogenous and possibly some endogenous variables; y 2,t , (n 2 × 1) contains the endogenous variables for which conditional expectations appear in the LRE model, and z t+1 , (k × 1) contains leads of y 2,t so that z t+1 = (y 2,t+1 , . . . , y 2,t+s ) and k = s × n 2 . The dimension of y t is n × 1, where n = n 1 + n 2 + k.
The LRE model is typically given by n 1 + n 2 equations shown below,
where ε t is a l × 1 vector that is a random, exogenous, and potentially serially correlated process;Γ 0 andΓ 1 are (
Since we allow z t+1 to potentially contain more than just one lead of y 2,t , we deviate from the terminology of Sims (2001) and define the vector of expectations revisions as
where IE t η t+j = 0 for j ≥ 1. When z t = y 2,t , η t becomes a vector of forecast errors (η t = y 2,t − IE t−1 y 2,t ). Note that IE t z t = (y 2,t , IE t y 2,t+1 , . . . , IE t y 2,t+s−1 ) so IE t z t incorporates y 2,t and the first n 2 × (s − 1) elements of IE t z t+1 . So expectation revisions for y 2,t+s do not appear in equation (2). Also note that the information set in period t contains the value of all variables up to period t − 1, as well as period t shocks. We augment the system defined by equation (1) with the k equations from equation (2) to obtain the following specification,
which is equivalent, in the notation of Sims (2001) , to
where the matrices Γ 0 and Γ 1 are both n × n, while C is n × 1, Ψ is n × l, and Π is n × k. It is worth noting that the vector of expectations revisions, η t , is determined endogenously.
B. Solving the LRE Model
The generalized Schur (or QZ) decomposition of (Γ 0 , Γ 1 ) yields
where QQ = ZZ = I, Q and Z are conjugate transposes, and both Λ and Ω are upper triangular. Q, Z, Λ, and Ω are in general complex valued. An important property of this decomposition, which always exists, is that it returns the generalized eigenvalues of (Γ 0 , Γ 1 ) as the ratios of the diagonal elements of Ω and Λ, {ω ii /λ ii }.
Premultiply equation (4) by Q to get
where w t = Z y t . Then rearrange the system so that the explosive eigenvalues correspond to the lower right blocks of Λ and Ω and partition w t as follows,
where w 2,t is an m × 1 vector associated with the m explosive generalized eigenvalues and w 1,t is (n − m) × 1. According to this partition, equation (5) becomes
Because the lower set of equations is not influenced by w 1,t , the dynamics of w 2,t are isolated as follows:
Let M ≡ Ω −1 22 Λ 22 , and let x 2,t ≡ Q 2 (C + Ψε t + Πη t ). Since the eigenvalues of equation (7) are explosive, the equation can be solved forward,
assuming lim j→∞ M j w 2,t+j = 0. Substituting in the definitions for M and x 2,t and expanding the expression above for w 2,t yields
Equation (8) 
since IE t η t+j = 0 for j ≥ 1. The fact that the right-hand side of equation (8) never deviates from its expected value implies that expectations revisions must fluctuate as a function of current and future ε t 's to guarantee that the equality holds. Taking expectations at time t + 1 gives
Expressions (9) and (10) are equal if and only if the vector of expectations revisions satisfies
The system's stability depends on the existence of expectations revisions η t to offset the effect that the fundamental shocks ε t have on w 2,t . To see this, assume IE t ε t+i = 0 for i ≥ 1 and C = 0. The equation for w 2,t becomes
Since this equation has explosive eigenvalues, stability requires that w 2,t = 0 for all t. This means that Q 2 Ψε t + Q 2 Πη t = 0 must hold in each period to ensure that the effect on w 2,t of fundamental shocks, ε t , is offset by revisions to expectations, η t . If this condition does not hold, w 2,t behaves explosively. The existence of a stable solution relies on expectations revisions, η t , adjusting so that the system remains on its stable saddle path (SSP). This means that from any arbitrary starting point, expectations revisions must be able to get the system onto its SSP and then keep it there. Proposition 1 states the condition under which this is possible: Proposition 1. For any initial starting value y 0 , a stable solution exists for the following linear rational expectations system,
if and only if rank(Q
For a proof of proposition 1, see Appendix A. Since Q 2 Π is m × k, rank(Q 2 Π) ≤ min{m, k}, the existence of a stable solution requires that m ≤ k; that is, the number of explosive eigenvalues cannot be larger than the dimension of η t .
Proposition 1 states the conditions for existence with arbitrary initial conditions. Should the system already be on its SSP, the rank condition is sufficient only for existence. If initial conditions place the system on its SSP, then the conditions for the existence of a stable solution are weaker. Existence, in this case, requires a vector of expectations revisions capable of offsetting the effect of new information on w 2,t . For this to occur, it is both necessary and sufficient that
Regardless of what process ε t follows, the existence of a rational expectations solution requires solving a system of the form Q 2 Πη t = B t , where
The span condition is both necessary and sufficient for the vector B t to be expressed as a linear combination of the columns of Q 2 Π and guarantees that a solution exists for η t .
The kind of parameter variations that we consider in the next section typically alter the SSP of the system. Therefore, it is the rank condition that ensures stability. Announcements about future changes to the structure give rise not only to changes to the SSP, but also to arbitrary initial conditions from the perspective of the new SSP. Although the span and rank conditions for the existence of a stable solution would typically agree, it is the rank condition that is appropriate if initial conditions are indeed arbitrary.
Existence does not imply uniqueness. In general, it is possible that knowing Q 2 Πη t may not be enough to calculate Q 1 Πη t , which is needed in order to solve for w 1,t and to completely solve the LRE model. This requires that the row space of Q 1 Π be contained in the row space of Q 2 Π, both subspaces of IR k . It turns out that checking the row span condition for the uniqueness of an equilibrium is equivalent to checking the rank of the matrix Q 2 Π, as the following proposition states:
Proposition 2. Suppose a solution exists for the following linear rational expectations system,
Γ 0 y t = C + Γ 1 y t−1 + Ψε t + Πη t .
Then the solution is unique if and only if rank(Q
For a proof of proposition 2, see Appendix A. Since rank(Q 2 Π) ≤ min {m, k}, this implies that m ≥ k is a necessary condition for a unique solution. For arbitrary initial conditions, the existence and uniqueness of a solution require that m = k.
If a unique solution exists, then there exists a matrix Φ such that
Premultiplying equation (6) by
When such a Φ exists, the term involving η t drops out. When equations (15) and (9) are combined, it is not difficult to show that the reduced form of the LRE model becomes
where
III. Solution with Predictable Structural Changes
In this section, we propose a method to solve LRE models when there is a sequence of anticipated events. These events encompass anticipated changes to the structural parameters of the model or anticipated additive shocks. We assume that within a finite period of time, the structural parameters of the model converge and no further shocks are anticipated.
At the beginning of period 1, agents know the previous state of the economy, y 0 , the fundamental shock, ε 1 ; they anticipate a sequence of shocks, {ε a t } T t=2 ; and they know how the structural parameters will vary in the future,
That is, the system evolves as follows,
where ε u t represents unanticipated shocks to the system and IE t ε u t+j = 0 for j ≥ 1. The reason for identifying these shocks separately is that as time unfolds, actual shocks may be different from what was originally expected so that in any period, we can decompose a shock as the sum of its anticipated and unanticipated components ε t = ε a t + ε u t . We could alternatively include Ψ t ε a t as part of C t , but we identify the shocks separately to illustrate how the solution for predictable structural variations encompasses anticipated additive shocks as a special case. 2 Assuming a unique solution exists for t ≥ T + 1, the reduced form of the system can be computed as discussed in the previous section, (18) whereM =Ω −1 22Λ 22 . This solution helps us compute y t for t ≥ T + 1, given y T .
The aim of this section is to solve for the expected path of y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T given all anticipated structural variations and additive shocks, that is, to solve for y = (y 1 , IE 1 y 2 , . . . , IE 1 y T ) . In this sense, the path we obtain is analogous to an impulse response.
Since y t is (n 1 + n 2 + k) × 1, we require at least T × (n 1 + n 2 + k) independent equations to obtain a unique solution for
. Notice that
• For each period, we have (n 1 + n 2 ) equations as defined by equation (1). This gives us T × (n 1 + n 2 ) equations.
• From the perspective of period t = 1, rational expectations require that IE 1 η t = 0 for t = 2, . . . , T . That is, there should be no forecast errors or revisions to expectations. This gives us (T − 1) × k equations.
• If a stable solution exists for t = T + 1 onward, then IE 1Z 2 y T =w 2,T , wherew 2,T is given bȳ
Equation (19) givesm equations wherem represents the number of explosive eigenvalues of the final (bar) system.Z 2 is from the QZ decomposition of (Γ 0 ,Γ 1 ) and therefore hasm independent rows. The last condition is effectively a terminal condition that guarantees that the system is on its SSP for t ≥ T + 1.
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In total, we get T × (n 1 + n 2 + k) +m − k equations that can be summarized as follows:
. . .
The condition that IE 1 η 2 = · · · = IE 1 η T = 0 is imposed by the structure of {Γ 0,t ,
, which guarantees that IE 1 IE t z t+1 = IE 1 z t+1 since the last k rows of C t and Ψ t are 0 for all t. To emphasize, this is the solution that prevails in the absence of any future unanticipated shocks. 
is necessary for the existence of a solution to equation (20).

Proposition 4. The uniqueness of a solution to the final bar system,
Γ 0 y t =C +Γ 1 y t−1 +Ψε t +Πη t ,
is necessary for the uniqueness of a solution to equation (20).
Propositions 3 and 4 state necessary conditions for the existence and uniqueness of a solution for y = (y 1 , IE 1 y 2 , . . . , IE 1 y T ) . When the final structure has a unique solution, A is a square nT × nT matrix. Then it is sufficient that rank(A) = nT for equation (20) to have a unique solution, which can be easily checked on any given application. In the numerical examples that follow, A is full rank.
A. Stochastic Simulations
Next, we describe how equation (20) can be used recursively for stochastic simulations.
In period 1, y 0 and ε 1 are known, and we solve the following system:
This gives us the path y 1 , IE 1 y 2 , . . . , IE 1 y T . In period 2, we take y 1 as the initial condition, and the unanticipated shock ε u 2 is revealed. With this new information; we solve the following version of equation (20):
As before, we obtain a path y 2 , IE 2 y 3 , . . . , IE 2 y T from which we keep y 2 to use as the initial condition to solve the system again when nature reveals ε u 3 in period t = 3. We continue in this way until period T , when we solve
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This recursion yields the solution y 1 , . . . , y T , which satisfies the system in equation (17). After period T , the stochastic simulation is performed using equation (18).
IV. Numerical Examples
A. The Model
We illustrate the solution method with a series of examples using a version of the New Keynesian model presented in Ireland (2007) . Unlike Ireland, we assume, for simplicity, that the inflation target is a policy-determined constant; that the deviation of the technology process from its steady state, z t , follows a stationary process; and that there are no habits in consumption. Under these assumptions, the equilibrium obeys the following set of log-linear equations:
Equations (21), (22), (23), and (24) are, respectively, the IS-curve, Phillips curve, Taylor rule, and definition of the growth rate of output, while equations (25), (26), and (27) govern the behavior of the exogenous shock processes to, respectively, demand,â t , the markup,ê t , and technology,ẑ t . In the equations above, π t is the log gross rate of inflation between periods t − 1 and t; π * stands for the log of the target rate of inflation;ŷ t = ln(Y t /Y ) is the percentage deviation of output from its steady-state level, Y ;ĝ t is the growth rate of output; r t = ln R t stands for the log of the gross nominal interest rate between periods t and t + 1; r = π * − ln β is the steady-state level of r t ; β is the household's discount factor; σ is the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution; α ∈ [0, 1] governs the degree to which price setting is backward looking; the parameters ρ a , ρ e , and ρ z ∈ [0, 1); and ψ = (θ − 1)/φ is defined for convenience, where θ is the steady-state elasticity of substitution between intermediate goods and φ controls the magnitude of price adjustment costs. Finally, ε a,t , ε e,t , ε r,t , and ε z,t are all assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) disturbances with mean zero and standard deviations σ a , σ e , σ r , and σ z , respectively.
While some variables are expressed in percentage deviations from their steady-state values, others, like π t and r t , are left expressed in log levels. The only reason for this is that it aids in the interpretation of the numerical examples that follow-in particular, those that involve changes in the steady-state values of these same variables. For example, a change of the inflation target alters the steady-state values of inflation and the nominal interest rate.
The set of equations given by (21), (22), (23), (25), (26), and (27), together with the definitions for the one-periodahead forecast errors, can be easily put in the form Γ 0 y t = C + Γ 1 y t−1 + Ψε t + Πη t .
We set the model's parameters to obtain a benchmark calibration for the numerical examples that follow. The parameterization (table 1) is empirically driven and, in some cases, borrows values from the literature of similarly estimated models, but is, for our purposes, unimportant.
B. An Increase in ρ π
We start by considering the impact of announcing a more aggressive policy toward inflation. The announcement refers to the future value of ρ π . In particular, the two structures differ only with respect to their value of ρ π . Both structures, however, share the same steady state. The initial structure is that of the benchmark parameterization, which sets ρ π to 0.5. The final structure sets ρ π to 1.
The announcement of a different future value for ρ π has no effect on the evolution of the nonstochastic steady state; the dynamics are uninteresting if the system begins and remains at its steady state. To study the implications of an anticipated structural change, we consider a persistent demand shock and assume that the economy is away from its steady state when this information is known. Figure 1 shows impulse responses of output, inflation, the nominal interest rate, and output growth to a 1 standard 334 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS For the first three periods, the economy behaves according to the initial structure. At the time of the announcement, inflation, output, and the interest rate jump to their new stable saddle path. Because of forward-looking price-setting behavior, the credible announcement of a more aggressive policy toward inflation in the future serves to reduce inflation relative to the response in the absence of any announcements. In period 4, annualized inflation would have been around 5.6%, but the announcement has the effect of bringing inflation down to 5.4%. In period 7, prior to implementation of the new policy rule, inflation is already at 5.2%, close to where it would have been had the final structure always been in place.
The way the economy evolves between the announcement and the implementation is essentially a function of the length of the intervening period and also of the distance, so to speak, between the initial and final reduced forms. If, for example, the announcement involves a change that is far into the future, then its contemporaneous impact would be smaller. In fact, for the first few periods, the economy's response would be fairly similar to those of the prevailing structure. This is illustrated in figure 2, which compares the response of inflation in figure 1 with the one that would prevail if the new policy is implemented in period 24 (instead of period 8). 3
C. A Change of the Inflation Target
We consider the impact of announcing a lower inflation target. The announcement refers to the future value of π * . As before, we assume that a demand shock hits the economy in period 1 and that at the beginning of period 4, the central bank announces that it will implement a lower inflation target from period 8 onward. In this case, notice that the two structures differ only with respect to the steady-state value of their nominal quantities. The impulse response functions for output are invariant to the level of the inflation target (figure 3). However, because of the presence of nominal rigidities, the announcement has real effects.
As figure 3 shows, both inflation and output fall after the announcement is made. The central bank conducts policy 3 The solution is numerically efficient because A is sparse. Period 336 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS as governed by the initial policy, however, which implies a departure of inflation well below its initial inflation target. Although the central bank cuts the nominal interest rate, the real interest rate increases and output growth consequently falls.
V. Conclusion
We have outlined a technique to solve linear rational expectations models with anticipated changes to the parameters or exogenous variables. This solution has a number of applications. For example, preannounced variations in the response of policy to the state of the economy, foreseen adjustments to policy objectives, anticipated deviations from a policy rule, and transitions from one policy regime (such as monetary targeting) to another policy regime (inflation targeting) can be analyzed using the solution outlined here. Of course, the solution also handles other anticipated changes to the structure of an economy.
We have shown that the properties of the final structure are crucial for the way the system behaves between the time agents become aware of a forthcoming event and the time that the event occurs. For example, monetary policy rules that violate the Taylor principle are considered bad because they lead to multiple equilibria. But a credible announcement to adopt a better rule, one that satisfies the Taylor principle, at some point in the future ensures a unique equilibrium, regardless of exactly when this will happen or how bad the policy rule is in the intervening period.
We have assumed that all announcements, for instance, of an impending policy change, are credible. Further research could extend these techniques to examine the effect of such announcements when credibility is less than perfect.
APPENDIX
Proof of Propositions 1 and 2
Proof of Proposition 1. Sufficiency: If rank(Q 2 Π) = m, then the columns of Q 2 Π span IR m . This means that for arbitrary initial conditions and for any fundamental shock, expectation revisions can keep the system on its SSP.
Necessity: w 2,t must satisfy Λ 22 w 2,t = Ω 22 w 2,t−1 + Q 2 (C + Ψε t + Πη t ).
To be on the SSP, w 2,t must also satisfy Now suppose the initial condition of the system, y 0 , is arbitrary, so that the system may not necessarily be on the SSP. We can then write w 2,0 = Z 2 y 0 as the sum of a component that is on the SSP and some deviation from the SSP value,
where Δ 0 ∈ IR m . We can look at equation (A1) from the perspective of period 1 to show that in order for equality to hold (that is, for the system to be on the stable saddle path in period 1), the following condition must be satisfied:
Since Δ 0 is arbitrary, we require the columns of Q 2 Π to span IR m . Since Q 2 Π is m × k, this is equivalent to requiring rank(Q 2 Π) = m.
Proof of Proposition 2. Sufficiency: Suppose that rank(Q 2 Π) = k; then the rows of Q 2 Π span IR k . Therefore, rowspace(Q 1 Π) ⊆ rowspace(Q 2 Π), since the rows of Q 1 Π necessarily span some subspace of IR k . Necessity: Suppose that the solution is unique. This means that rowspace(Q 1 Π) ⊆ rowspace(Q 2 Π). We know that Q is a full-rank n × n matrix. Postmultiplying by Π extracts the last k columns of Q. Since Q was full rank, QΠ must have rank k. If the solution is unique, this means that the rank of
should have the same rank as that of Q 2 Π. But since the matrix above is exactly QΠ, this implies that the rank of Q 2 Π is k.
